Many determinations start with separation, followed by analysis using spectrophotometers or mass
spectrometers.
In short, in chromatography:
1. Sample dissolved in and transported by a mobile phase. Mobile phase can be gas or liquid, and it
is forced through an immiscible stationary phase.
2. Some components in sample interact more strongly with stationary phase and are therefore more
strongly retained. The interaction between components and stationary phase can be electrostatic or
van der Waal forces.
3. As a consequence, the sample separated into zones or bands. This method was originally
developed for separating pigments, so separated species appear as different colored bands.
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There are several ways to characterize chromatographic methods. A more fundamental classification
is based on the types of mobile and stationary phases.
1. Gas chromatography (GC)
2. Liquid chromatography (LC)
3. Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC)
As the names imply, their mobile phases are gas, liquid, and supercritical fluid, respectively. The
stationary phase could be liquid absorbed or bonded to a solid surface, or a solid.
All these are indicated in Table 1.
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Let’s look at how chromatography works.
Assuming the sample contains a mixture of two components A and B. The sample is flushed through
a column by continuously adding mobile phase.
1. When first introduction of fresh mobile phase, the eluent moves down (the portion of sample
contained in mobile phase). In the meantime, the eluent partitions between fresh mobile phase and
stationary phase.
2. The point is only the part of solute contained in the mobile phase can move down, but not the part
retained in the stationary phase. As a result, the migration rate of solute zone depends on the
fraction of time it spends in mobile phase.
3. Consequently, if a solute is strongly retained in the stationary phase, it will take more time to get to
the bottom of the column. In other words, different components get to the bottom of the column at
different time. If a detector is located at the bottom of the column and detect the signal as a function
of time, it will observe two signals.
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There are several important concepts about the chromatogram
1. concentration versus elution time
2.

In this figure, more strongly retained specie B elutes last.

3.

Analyte is diluted during elution.

4.

Related to this, as the analyte migrates over the distance, the zone becomes broaden, this of
course lowers the separation efficiency.
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In order to increase separation efficiency, experimental conditions can be changed, so nonseparating bands be separated
There are two method.
1. {see slide}
2. {see slide}
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Let’s talk about the first method, adjusting the migration rates of solutes.
Analyte A is in equilibrium with two phases.
The equilibrium K is equal to cstationary/cmobile, where cstationary is the concentration in the stationary
phase and cmobile is the concentration in the mobile phase. K is also called distribution constant or
partition coefficient.
K is the fundamental quantity affecting distribution of components between two phases, but how can
we calculate its value?
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This is a typical chromatogram consisting of two peaks.
1. The small peak represents a solute that is not retained on the column and so reaches the detector
almost immediately after elution begins. Thus, its retention time tM is approximately equal to the
time required for a molecule of the mobile phase to pass through the column.
2. The large peak on the right is that of an analyte species. The time required for this zone to reach
the detector after sample injection is called retention time tR.
3. {see slide}
From this two time, we can calculate the
1) Average linear rate of solute migration through the column
2) Average linear rate of mobile phase molecules through the column
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We cannot directly calculate this from the concentration, but we can use an alternative method
through the retention time. Let’s figure out the relationship between tR and K.
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A bit more about the parameter retention factor k:
How is kA related to tR and tM?
Rewrite the previous equation and get equations shown above.
Dependence of separation efficiency on values of k
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How to compare elution of two components A and B?
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The rate theory describes the shape of elution bands.
A good separation desires a narrow band.
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The previous slide is a qualitative description of column efficiency. The column efficiency can also be
quantitatively described using the plate height and number of plates as in distillation column.
However, these are theoretical only.
Look at this figure, the elution band has a Gaussian shape with deviation of .
In (a) the column length is shown as the distance from the sample entrance point to the detector. In
(b) the Gaussian distribution of sample molecules is shown.
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Tangents at the inflection points at the two sides of the peak, then extend to form a triangle with the
baseline.
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In the figure, the distance traveled by molecule 2 is greater than that traveled by molecule 1. Thus,
molecule 2 will arrive at place B later than molecule 1.
At a low flow rate, because of diffusion, each molecule will approach the average.
At a high flow rate, the time is not sufficient for diffusion averaging to occur, so we will see
broadening.
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Contribution of various mass-transfer terms to plate height.
B/ is associated with longitudinal diffusion.
In theory, an equilibrium needs to be established between mobile and stationary phases. In practice,
the elution time is short and the column is often operated under non-equilibrium conditions. Some
solute molecules are swept ahead before they have time to equilibrate with the stationary phase,
while others are left behind in the stationary phase by the fast-moving mobile phase.
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The column resolution for two bands is defined by the separation between two bands relative to
their widths.
The figure shows that the best separation is achieved when R = 1.5. At this value we believe the
separation is essentially complete.
There are a lot of factors affecting the column resolution,
1.

The solvent average linear flow rate u.{see slide}

2.

Reducing plate height H or increasing the number of plates N. This can be achieved by using
small particles of the packing, reduce the viscosity of the mobile phase (longitudinal diffusion
term).

3.

Selectivity factor , the value of selectivity factor can be increased by varying temperature,
changing the composition of column and mobile phase.

4.

Finally, improve the retention factor k by varying temperature and column/mobile phase
compositions. But KEEP in MIND the optimum value of k is between 1-10.
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One general elution problem we will frequently encounter is for multiple components.
As shown in these hypothetical chromatograms, resolving of first two eluting peaks result in long
retention time for the following peaks. Acceptable tR’s for last eluting peaks results in poor resolution
of first eluting peaks.
Solutions?
Change column conditions during elution.
1. Gradient elusion for HPLC
2. Temperature programming for GC
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There are two types of GC.
1. Gas-solid chromatography, where the stationary phase is solid. The application of gas-solid
chromatography is limited because the semipermanent retention of polar molecules in solid
stationary phase.
2. A more popular GC is gas-liquid chromatography, where the stationary phase is liquid phase
immobilized on the surface of inert solid packing or walls of a capillary tube.
All the general principles and equations we have discussed can be applied to GC, with some
minor modifications because of gaseous mobile phase.
In GC we use retention volume rather than retention time, {see eqs on slide} where F is the
average volumetric flow arte ml/min.
F can be determined by measuring flow rate exiting the column using soap bubble meter
(caution: some gases dissolving in soap solution).
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In GS we use specific retention volume Vg as a semi-useful parameter for identifying species eluting.
Rationalization: …
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This a block diagram for a GS.
The mobile-phase gas is called carrier gas. He is the most common one, N2 and H2 can be used,
too. The inlet pressure is about 10 - 60 psi. The flow rate depends on the type of column.
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Sample is injected into the column using a microsyringe, through a septum.
The sample port is heated 50 C above the boiling point of the least volatile component of the
sample.
Purge vale: it stays closed for 30 - 60 seconds after injection during which all sample vapor goes to
the column. Purge valve will then open, and let any remaining vapor vent to atmosphere.
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Column is housed in an oven. The column temperature is an important variable, so it is controlled to
be accurate within one degree or better.
The optimal column temperature depends on the sample boiling point.
Two kinds of open tubular columns
1.

Wall-coated, which gas 1 micrometer thickness of liquid coating on the inner surface

2.

Support-coated, the inner surface of the capillary is lined with a thin layer of support material,
and liquid is coated at the surface of the support particles. The advantage of SCOT is that the
sample capacity increases, but the efficiency drops.
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Column is housed in an oven. The column temperature is an important variable, so it is controlled to
be accurate within 1 degree or better.
The optimal column temperature depends on the sample boiling point.
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This is the most widely used detector.
- Elute from the column is directed into a small air-hydrogen flame.
- Most organic compounds produce ions and electrons when pyrolyzed at the temperature of
hydrogen-air flame.
- Between the burner tip and collector electrode an electrical field of several hundred volts is applied.
The electrical field causes ions (or electrons) to move toward the collector, producing current.
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One of the most powerful detectors, employed in GC-MS, is mass spectrometer. The eluent from the
GC is passed into the inlet of a mass spectrometer, where the molecules in the eluent is vaporized by
heat, ionized by a ionization source, mass analyzed by a quadrupole mass filter and detected by an
electron-multiplier.
GC-MS offers mass spectra besides chromatograms. It measures mass spectrum for each individual
component.
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In liquid chromatography instruments, column is usually made up of stainless steel or glass tube with
diameter of 10 - 50 mm, and packed with small diameter solid particles. It is found that decreasing
the size of stationary phase particles reduces the plate height and improves the performance.
As can be imagined, a column with a length of 15 cm, packed with micrometer particles, the gravity
flow rate would be very slow. So it is necessary to speed the flow rate using a high pressure. For
this reason, the instrument is named high performance liquid chromatography, to distinguish with
traditional gravity-flow method. In fact, nowadays, almost all liquid chromatography instruments use
high pressures, and belong to HPLC. As a result, LC and HPLC mean the same thing, and they are
interchangeable.
Scope  Four major types of liquid chromatography:
1) partition chromatography,
2) adsorption chromatography,
3) ion-exchange chromatography, and
4) size exclusion chromatography.
We will discuss each of these in detail later.
Among these four types, the liquid-solid absorption chromatography uses solid as stationary phase.
As we discussed in gas chromatography, the disadvantage of solid stationary phase is that there
exits semipermanent retention. For this reason, the application of adsorption chromatography is
limited.
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Now let’s look at the HPLC instrument.
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The first thing to deal with is mobile phase.
1. {see slide}
2.
3. Sparging means the dissolved gas are swept out of solution by fine bubbles of an inert gas. The
reason for this is to avoid interference with the flow rate and band broadening by dissolved gas.
4. Need high purity solvents.
A modern HPLC can introduce liquid from more than one solvent bottles use proportioning valve.
If only one solvent or one single composition of mixed solvents is used during the elution, this is
isocratic elution.
If the composition of the solvent changes continuously, it is gradient elution. As we discussed in
chapter 26, a general elution problem for multicomponent sample is that it is difficult to find one
optimal column condition for all components. One solution is to change the column condition during
elution. For GC, we can change the oven temperature, using temperature programming; for LC, we
use gradient elution (can be preprogrammed).
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There are two major types of pumping system.
One is reciprocating pump. This pump has a small cylinder indicated in blue shaded color, the
solvent in the cylinder is pumped by back and forth motion of a motor-driven piston. There are two
ball check valves, open and close alternatively. Pull the piston, …; and push the piston back, ….
The advantage for this pump is delivery of high pressure. But the downside is that the forth-back
motion of piston produces pulsation.
The other type is displacement pump. Here is a picture. Essentially, this is a syringe equipped with
a plunger activated by a screw-driven mechanism. It is not directly connected to the reservoir and
the syringe has limited capacity.
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New look at how the sample is actually injected into the column.
This injection is quite similar to GC. We only need small sample, around 0.1 to 100 microliter.
However, this column is pressurized by the pump. How to prevent the column depressurize during
sample injection?
Here is a smart design for the injection valve. This is an injection valve with interchangeable sample
loops. When place the valve in this position, the loop is filled with sample. Then switch the valve to
the left position, now the loop is inserted between the pump and the column, and the solvent from the
pump will sweep the sample into the column.
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1. LC columns are constructed from stainless steel tubing or heave wall glass tubing, or polymer
PEEK (ployetheretherketone). Columns are quite expensive (several hundred $$ each).
2. The length of column is 5 - 25 cm, and the internal diameter is 3 to 5 centimeter.
3. The packing particles for stationary phase is 3 - 5 um in diameter. They can be pellicular or porous
particles, i.e., glass or polymer beads coated with silica, alumina, or synthetic resin.
Use the formula N = 3500L/d, the plate number is estimated to be around 40 to 70 thousand per
meter.
This a chromatogram using isocratic elution, with specified column parameters and resulted
performance. Now you can realize how efficient the LC is.
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The last part of the HPLC is the detector.
We have talked about GC detectors, such as flame ionization detector, thermal conductivity detector,
and electron capture detector. All these only work for gas sample. In LC, we need to find something
works for liquid flow.
The requirements for such detector are similar as LC’s, except that high temperature is not required.
In addition, the detector should have minimum internal volume to reduce zone broadening. The
reason is that the flow rate changes when they flow through the detector, and the flow rate of the
center part is different from those near the wall, causing extra broadening.
This table lists commercially available detectors.
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They can be grouped into two categories. Give one example for each type.
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An example of solute property detector is UV-Vis detection. Briefly speaking, the source for this
detector is either single line source from hollow cathode lamp or laser, or a continuum source from
Xe or D2 lamp.
The detector can be photodiode, photomultiplier tube, or photodiode array.
Some HPLC offers grating optics, so the different wavelengths can be chosen.
Double beam (elute cell/reference beam)
Chopped beam with single photon transducer.
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This a 3D plot showing the UV-Vis spectra as a function of elution time, recorded every 5 seconds.
This measurement combines separation and analysis. The appearance and disappearance of three
steroids in the eluent can be clearly revealed.
GC-MS and HPLC-MS may also present powerful 3D spectra.
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Refractive-index detector is an example of bulk property detector. This detector has two separated
half compartments, one holds the blank solvent as a reference, and the eluate flows through the
other half. Two sections are separated by a glass plate at an angle. Because the refractive index of
eluate is different from that of the blank solvent, the incident beam bends and causes displacement,
and consequently changes the output signal intensity of the photocell.
Advantages: …
Disadvantages: …
The sensitivity is 1000 times lower than UV detector.
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There are four types of liquid chromatography, based on their separation mechanisms and stationary
phases. The most widely used one is partition chromatography. Most of the columns in partition
chromatography is liquid-bonded-phase(liquid stationary phase chemically bonded to support
particles rather than physical absorption).
The packing material for liquid-bonded-phase column are prepared from hydrolyzed silica particle
coated with siloxane, with 3, 5 or 10 um diameter.
Through the reaction of hydrolyzed surface with organocholorsilane. R is alkyl group.
In literatures we often see terms of normal phase HPLC and Reversed phase HPLC. In earlier days,
LC was based on polar stationary phase/nonpolar solvent, this is called normal phase. Reverse
phase is just opposite. The difference is that in reversed phase, the most polar component elutes
first.
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Regarding column optimization for partition liquid chromatography, essentially we have to optimize
the values of k and . However, this is much more difficult than GC.
The reason is that in GC, carrier gas only carries solute. In HPLC, the mobile phase interacts with
solute . The interaction is related to the polarities of solute, mobile phase, and stationary phase.
Have to balance the intermolecular forces among different components.
For analyte: the order of polarity is as above. The polarity of stationary phase has to roughly match
that of analyte.
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Recall that we have derived this equation in previous lecture.
R depends on N,  and k. k is strongly depending on the composition of mobile phase. We can
change the mobile phase to manipulate k. [reminder of k value: 1 to 10].
The reason is that polar (“strong”) solvent interacts most with polar analyte (solute) – elutes faster
but less resolution.
The polarity of mobile phase can estimated using polarity index P’.
For mixed solvent, P’AB= {see slide}
Assume we change mobile phases polarity index P1 prime to P2 prime. A change of two in polarity
index results a order of magnitude change in the retention factor.
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This table shows some common mobile phases for LC. The most polar solvent is water.
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In many cases, adjusting k is enough to achieve a good separation. But in some cases, two bands
overlap although the value of k is reasonable. In this situation, more than one solvent can be used to
change the selectivity while still keeping k in the appropriate range.
The following slide shows an optimizing procedure for reversed phase partition chromatography, and
water is added to solvent.
For normal-phase separation, a similar solvent triangle can be used, for example “ethyl ether,
methylene chloride, and chloroform”, and n-hexane added to adjust solvent strength.
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This figure shows use of a solvent selectivity triangle to optimize the selectivity.
Three solvents are methanol, acetonitrile, and tetrahydrofuran THF. Water is used to adjust the
solvent strength and maintain a reasonable value of k.
{The reason for using multiple solvents is that different solvent have different proton donor, proton
acceptor, and dipolar interactions.}
In this triangle, three solvents (and water) define three vertices of the triangle.
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Another category of liquid chromatography is ion-exchange chromatography.
Here, retention is based on the attraction between solute ions and charge sites bound to the
stationary phase, as shown in this cartoon.
If these are anion exchangers, as shown in this cartoon, then the stationary phase contains positive
charge groups, and these positive groups attract solute anions.
If these are cation exchangers, the stationary phase contains covalently bound, negatively charged
sites that attract solute cations.
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Let’s consider the exchange reaction between analyte B+ ions and the sulfonic acid groups attached
to the stationary phase. This is an cation exchange column, we use this column to separate B+, and
use dilute chloride acid as eluent.
The equilibrium constant K for this exchange reaction is described in Eq.1, where the subscript s
means stationary phase, and aq mean the solution phase.
Rearrange this equation to Eq. 2.
Because the exchangers has enormous number of exchange sites RSO3-, [RSO3H]s >>[RSO3B], so
its overall concentration can be treated as a constant. We use chloride acid as eluent, so [H+] can
also be treated as a constant, therefore we have Eq. 3.
It turns out that K is a constant, and equal to distribution constant we defined before.
The implication for this is that all equations listed in Table 26-5 can be applied to ion-exchange
chromatography.
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The ion-exchange chromatography is made of resin, which is {see slide }
The content of divinylbenzene varies from 1 % to 16 %, to change the extent of cross-linking.
The benzene ring can be modified to produce a cation-exchange resin containing sulfonate groups,
or anion-exchange resin containing ammonium groups.
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Suppressed ion chromatography is one type of ion chromatography.
In suppressed-ion anion chromatography, a mixture of anions is separated by ion exchange and
detected by electrical conductivity.
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For an example, this is an anion exchange chromatography. We want to separate NO3 and SO4 in
the sample.
A sample containing NaNO3 and CaSO4 is injected into an anion-exchange containing OH- sites –
followed by elution with KOH. NO3- and SO42- equilibrate with resin and are slowly displaced by OHeluent. Na+ and Ca2+ are not retained and simply wash through. Eventually, KNO3 and K2SO4 are
eluted from the column, as shown in this figure. These species cannot be easily detected, however,
because the solvent contains a high concentration of KOH, whose high conductivity obscures analyte
species.
To remedy this problem, the solution passes thru. A suppressor, in which cations are replaced by H+.
H+ replaces K+ and form water with OH-. The net result is eluent KOH converts to water and has low
conductivity. HNO3 and H2SO4 can be detected based on conductivity.
Suppressed-cation chromatography is conducted in a similar manner, but the suppressor replaces
Cl- from eluent with H+, so the eluent HCL converts to water. Only NaOH and Ca(OH)2 are detected.
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This LC method is based on sieving rather than partitioning, and is mostly used for separation of
large biomolecules.
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Regarding the theory of size-exclusion chromatography, the total volume of a column is {see
equation on the slide},
Vg: volume occupied by the solid matrix of the polymer.
Vi: volume of solvent held in pores
V0: free volume outside the particles.
K: distribution constant.
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Such relationships are shown in the calibrated curve. In the figure, A is the peak corresponding to all
molecules with masses higher than the exclusion limit, and D is the peak corresponding to all
molecules with masses below the permeation limit.
Applications
1.

Determination of mw distribution of large polymers or natural products – mass calibration.

2.

Separation of high mw, natural-product molecules from low mw species and from salts.

3.
•
•
•
•

Advantages and disadvantages (p847)
well defined separate time
narrow bands
free from sample loss
absence of column deactivation (because of interaction with solute)

But
•
only a limited number of bands because time scale is short
•
require 10% mass difference for separation
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